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INTRODUCTION

Response-contingent noxious stimulation, or punishment, i s gener

ally considered a procedure resulting in response suppression (Azrin &

In some instances, however, the punishment

procedure has been found to exert a facilitative rather than an inhib
itory effect on the punished response (Azrin & Holz, 1966; Church,

The vicious circle phenomenon is one
example of such paradoxical effects.

The basic vicious circle behavior (VCB) paradigm invo'ves the
punishment of an ongo i ng fear-motivated locomotor response (Brown,
Martin, & Morrow, 1964). The animal is first trained to traverse an

alley and enter a nonelectrified (safe) goal box to escape or avoid a
noxious stimulus, usually electric shock. During subsequent punish
ment extinction (PE), shock is withdrawn from the s+art box. but ma in-
tained in all or part of the alley. In contrast to subjec+s receiving
regular extinction (RE), subjects run under the PE conditions exhibit
marked resistance to extinction. That is, even though shock would be
avoided by remaining in the start box, PE subjects continue to run and
to receive shock.

Mowrer (1947; 1950) was the first to note the similarity between

this experimentally induced self-punitive behavior and the self-defeat
ing and self-perpetuating behaviors of the neurotic, described by
Horney (1937) as "viciously circular" (hence, the term vicious circle

1969, Fowler & Wischner, 1969).

Holz, 1966, Church, 1969).
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behavior). The focal point of Mowrer’s theoretical interpretation of

this phenomenon is the concept of conditioned fear. According to this

interpretation, fear which has been conditioned to the start box cues

during training motivates the animal to leave this Once in thearea.

safe" goal box the animal's fear is reduced, thus the running

response is reinforced by fear (and pain) reduction. The punishment.

encountered in the alley during extinction, functions to reinforce or

augment the fear of the apparatus cues. This fear generalizes through
out the homogeneous alley and start box, thereby serving as a contin

uing source of motivation which perpetuates the running response.

As recent reviews of the literature reveal (Brown, 1969; Melvin,

1971), the conditions leading to the development of VCB have been

we I I estab I i shed. However, a relatively neglected but promising area

of research within the VCB model still remains — that of "breaking the

vicious circle." In view of the hypothesized similarity between VCB

and the fear or anxiety motivated behaviors of the neurotic, such
research could prove to be of considerable clinical importance. Th is
study examines the effects of several methods found to hasten the
extinction of fear motivated responses within the VCB paradigm. The
present paper reviews the basic findings concerning the factors influ

methods of extinguishing fear motivated avoidance behavior.

Vicious Circle Behavior

procedural factors contributing to the occurrence of VCB. IncIuded

encing the development of VCB and examines the recent research on

Melvin, 1971; Saunders, 1971) have illuminated a number of important
Recent reviews of the literature (Bender, 1969a; Brown, 1969;
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among these are the location of punishment, intensity of punishment.

type of training, and percentage of punishment.

The location of shock in the straight alley is of considerable

importance in obtaining VCB, since it determines the portion of the

response sequence which will be punished. V/hile punishment delivered

in the goal box has generally (A possible exception might be Babb 4

Hom, 1971) been found to suppress running (Seligman & Campbell, 1965),

punishment delivered in the middle portion of the alley typically

produces greater facilitation than either immediate (i.e., adjacent to

start box) punishment locations or delayed (i.e., adjacent to goal box)

punishment locations (Brown, Horsfall, & VanBruggen, 1969; Melvin A
Bender, 1968; Melvin & Stenmark, 1968). Additionally, immediate
punishment, although less facilitative than middle punishment. is
generally found to be more facilitative than a delayed IocatI on

In an attempt to explain the results of the punishment-Iocation

studies, Melvin (1971) has advanced an interpretation based on the
generalization of pun Ishment-induced conditioned fear. Accord I ng to
this interpretation, fear generalizes from the shock punishment

location, throughout the homogeneous alley (but not into the distinc
tive goal box), so that the farther the subject is from the point of

shock, the less will be its fear. An intermediate shock location.
therefore, would produce the greatest amount of generalization through
out the alley and consequently result in taster and more persistant
runn ing.

Assuming that fear plays an important role in seIf-punitive
runnI ng, it might reasonably be expected that increases in the

(Martin & Melvin, 1964; Melvin, Athey & Heasley, 1965).
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intensity of the punishing stimulus would result in concurrent

increases in the subjects' fear, and consequently increased vigor of

responding and resistance to extinction, within limits. Gwinn (1949)
was the first to note such an effect. He found that rats receiving

120 V shock, during the extinction of an escape response (acquisi-a

tion 60 V), ran faster and took longer to extinguish than subjects

receiving a 60 V shock. Similar findings were reported by Hurwitz,

Bolas and Haritos (1961).

Martin (1964) was the first to systematically investigate the

effects of shock intensity, during both acquisition and extinction.

on VCB. Four groups of rats were initially trained to escape shock

of 40, 60, 80, or 100 V and then extinguished with 0, 40, 60, 80, or
This resulted100 V present in the first 14-in. of the 6-ft. alley.

in four RE groups (100-0, 80-0, 60-0, 40-0), four nonshifted PE groups

(100-100, 80-80, 60-60, 40-40), and two shifted PE groups (80-60, 60-
t'lartin found alley speed during extinction to be a function of90) .

both training and punishment shock intensity. The faciIitat ive
effects of punishment were generally found to be more pronounced with
higher punishment intensities. However, this effect was lost when

there was a marked increase in punishment intensity over training
These findings have generally been confirmed and extendedi ntens ity.

by Beecroft, Bouska, and Fisher (1967) and Melvin and Bender (1968)

in an avoidance paradigm.
Escape and avoidance training are two procedures which have been

Studies comparing
the extinction process of avoidance and escape responses have consis
tently shown that avoidance training yields greater resistance to

used prior to PE in VCB research (Brown, 1969).
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It might

be expected, therefore, that PE would result in greater resistance to

extinction for avoidance trained subjects than for escape trained

subjects. Hurwitz, Bolas and Harifos (1961) were the first to present

Beecroft and Brown (1967) compared the effects of three training

procedures, differing with respect to the length of the CS-UCS inter

val, on resistance to PE. The CS-UCS intervals employed were 0 sec

(escape), I, 2 (avoidance-escape), and 4 sec (avoidance). During PE

subjects received a 55 V shock in the last 2-ft. segment of the 6-ft.

Analysis of alley speeds and the number of PE trials completedal ley.
for the four groups revealed the 0 sec escape group to be the slowest

by the end of PE and the least resistant to extinction. The three

delay groups, on the other hand, continued to run at relatively high

speeds.

In another study comparing avoidance and escape training. Bender

100? of the trials. They found avoidance trained subjects to
be superior to escape trained subjects in both speed of running and

The superiority of avoidance training inresistance to extinction.
maintaining VCB was further demonstrated by the fact that running
speeds of avoidance trained subjects receiving 100? and 50? punishment

Running speeds of escape trainedwere not significantly different.
subjects receiving 50? punishment, on the other hand, were no differ
ent from those of escape frained subjects punished on 10? of the
extinction trials.

50, or

confirmed this expectation (Melvin, 1971).

and Melvin (1967) extinguished rats with punishment present on 0, 10,

data suggesting this relationship and recent research has, in fact,

extinction than escape training (Jones, 1953, Santos, I960).
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A number of studies have been conducted to determine the effects

of the percentage of punished extinction trials on VCB. Early

research in this area revealed a direct monotonic relationship between

resistance to extinction and the percentage of punished extinction

The results of mere recent investigations,

as the optimal conditions for the establishment of VCE are approached.

the percentage of punishment necessary to produce the phenomenon

decreases.

In her review of this research, Bender (1969a) concluded that the

effects of variation of percentage of punishment depend on the type of

punished response as well as the response measure employed. Runn i ng
speed measures are found to be more sensitive to percentage effects

than trials to criterion measures. Additionally, avoidance responses

show greater facilitation with lower punishment percentages than

escape responses.
While the VCB effect has been reliably demonstrated in a large

number of studies, several investigations have failed to obtain the
effect (e.g., Delude, 1969; Seligman & Campbell,

A major difference between those studies in which

VCB was demonstrated and those in which it was not, appears to be that
in the latter investigations the goal box area was similar in appeal—
ance to the start box and alley. Indeed, Delprato and Meltzer (1974,
Exp. 2) have recently found goal box distinctiveness to be an important
variable in the estab I ishment of self-punitive running. Accord i ng to

the Mowrer—Brown hypothesis, punishment-induced fear would generalize

to a goal box which was similar to the start box and alley, thereby

1965; Smith, Misanin,
& Campbel I, 1966).

trials (Melvin, 1964).

(Martin & Moon, 1968; Bender i Melvin, 1967), however, indicate that
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decreasing the amount of fear reduction occurring in the goal box and

hence weakening the running response.

Conditioned fear and VCB. If VCB car. be demonstrated only when a

primary aversive stimulus serves as the punishing stimulus, then its

utility as an animal model of neurotic behavior is severely limited.

Consequently, a number of recent investigations, more directly related

to the issue of conditioned fear and its role in the development and

maintenance of VCB, have been of considerable import in establishing

the generality of the VCB model.

Although residual emotionality from previous shock-punishment

and the reduction of punishment duration have been proposed as possible
sources of motivation and reinforcement in VCB, the Mowrer—Brown hypo

thesis emphasizes punishment-induced fear as the primary motivational

Evidence relegating the factors of residual emotionality andsource.

reduction of punishment duration to minor explanatory roles is provid

ed by studies by Anson, Bender, and Melvin (1969), and Klare (1974).
Anson, Bender, and Melvin (1969) studied the effects of shock

In the first experiment, rats trained to escape aduration on VCB.

50 V shock, were punished in the second and third feet of the 4-ft.

alley with either a fixed distance shock or a fixed duration (.4 sec)

Analysis of alley speeds revealed no significant differenceshock.
between the two shocked groups; both treatments yielded the basic
seIf-punitive effect, indicating that the reduction of punishment

duration is not a crucial factor in VCB. In the second experiment.
subjects were trained to avoid a 60 V shock to a criterion of five
consecutive avoidances. Following training, subjects were given

70 PE trials, during which a 50 V shock (fixedeither 70 RE trials or
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50£ of the trials. A significant increase

The fact that an increase in

speed was seen only in the punishment section of the alley rules out an

explanation of VCB in terms of the accumulation of residual emotional

ity while supporting the conditioned fear interpretation of VCB, that

shock serves to condition fear to the punished section of the alley.

of the level of conditioned fear, employing a 24 hour i nter-tri a I
interval (ITI) to rule out post shock emotionality. The author found

escape trained rats to be significantly less active than a group which

received identical treatment but no shock in the runway. During
extinction, those escape trained rats receiving punishment not only

ran longer but were also less active in the start box than those

subjects receiving no punishment. When post-shock emotionality was

introduced, via a shock in a different apparatus prior to a trial, VCB

was suppressed.

A more direct test of the conditioned fear hypothesis was supplied
by Melvin and Stenmark (1968) using a classical fear conditioning

Subjects received neither escape norprocedure in the start box.
avoidance training — they never learned to run on the electrified

Instead they received 18 feargrid prior to the punishment phase.
conditioning trials, consisting of 18 pairings of a 5 sec buzzer and

I sec 65 V shock. Following fear condition-the start box cues with a

ing, all subjects received three prepunishment trials in which they
could escape from the buzzer and start box cues by traversing a 6-ft.
alley and entering a distinctive goal box. All punished subjects

duration) was presented on

on shocked as well as nonshocked trials.

Klare (1974) used pretrial start box activity level as an index

in speed, over trials, in the punishment section of the alley was found
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exhibited a significant increase in alley speed over the first eight

trials. This study not only supports the conditioned fear interpre-

to the maintenance, by punishment, of a previously learned escape or

avoidance response.

Two additional studies have confirmed and extended the results of

Melvin and Stenmark. Galvani (1969) found the strength of the fear
motivated running response, in terms of both alley speed scores and

starting times, to vary directly with the strength of the conditioned

fear, measured in terms of number of prior fear conditioning trials.

Kruger (1974), in a systematic investigation of the effects of shock

intensity during both fear conditioning and PE, found running speeds

and resistance to extinction to be an increasing monotonic function of

the shock intensity used during fear conditioning. Furthermore, Kruger

obtained the VCB effect without using prepunishment trials between fear

conditioning and PE trials.
The most compelling evidence in support of the conditioned fear

interpretation of VCB stems from studies employing secondary punishment

Secondary punishment refers to a
response-contingent stimulus presentation, which through its associa

tion with a primary aversive event has come to elicit conditioned fear.

In the first of these studies, Bender (1969b) gave four groups of rats

apparatus, consisting of a 3 sec 76 db buzzer CS followed by a I sec
80 V shock. Two additional groups received either a random buzzer (RB)
present during fear conditioning or no buzzer (MB). Following fear

condiTioning all groups received avoidance training. During extinction

(CS-SK, CS-100, CS-33, CS-0) 15 fear conditioning trials, in a separate

(Bender, 1969b; Saunders, 1974).

tat ion of VCB; it also clearly demonstrates that VCB is hot confined
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groups CS-100, RB, and MB received buzzer punishment in the last 3-ft.

of the 4-ft. alley on every trial; Group CS-33 received buzzer punish

ment on 33* of the trials and Group CS-SK received shock punishment on
every trial. Group CS-0 was not punished during extinction. Avo i dance

responding was facilitated by both continuous and partial schedules of

pun i shmeni. Running speed and resistance to extinction were found

to be an increasing function of the percentage of punished trials.

The second study dealing with secondary punishment in the VCS

paradigm was by Saunders (1974). Saunders examined the effects of
intensity of shock during fear conditioning and the number of CS-UCS

pairings, two parameters known to affect the degree of fear conditioned
to the OS, on the maintenance of VCB. Using the same apparatus and

basic procedures as Bender (1969b), Saunders gave eight groups of rats

15 pairings of the buzzer CS with a 0, 55, 70, or 80 Veither 3 or

Following fear conditioning, allshock during fear conditioning.
subjects were avoidance trained. During extinction, the punished

groups received buzzer punishment in the last 3-ft. of the 4-ft. alley.
Alley speed and resistance to extinction were found to be direct mono
tonic functions of shock intensity during fear conditioning, while the

number of pairings dimension had no reliable effect except at the

lowest shock level (55 V). These results are consistent with the

findings of other studies investigating these two variables in fear
cond i t ion i ng.

The studies of Bender and Saunders provide considerable support
for the conditioned fear interpretation of VCB, i.e., seIf-pun i t i ve
running is maintfjined by the generalization of classically conditioned
f ear.
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Avoidance Extinction

An increasing amount of interest has been evidenced in recent

underlying processes responsible for the effectiveness of various

behavioral techniques in eliminating maladaptive fear motivated behav

iors (i.e., phob ias). The research in this area has been primarily

concerned with establishing the comparative efficacy of the two princi

pal behavior therapies, Wolpe's (1958) systematic desensitization and

Stampfl's (Stampfl & Levis, 1967) implosive therapy.

Because of its persistent and often "inextinguishable" nature

(e.g., Solomon, Karnin & Wynne, 1953; Solomon & Wynne, 1954) experiment

ally produced avoidance behavior in animals has often been likened to

human neurotic behavior. Consequently, a considerable amount of

research effort has been invested in developing effective methods for

hastening the avoidance extinction process. Three procedures, in
particular, have received considerable experimental interest —

response prevention or blocking, counterconditioning, and flooding.

Since the proposed study is concerned with establishing the gener

ality of the VCB model (i.e., an animal model), the fol lowing review

limit itself to a discussion of infrahuman research dealing withwill

methods of facilitating avoidance extinction. (See Ayer, 1972;
1969; Frankel, 1972; Lang, 1969; Paul, 1969; Rachman, 1967,Bandura,

for reviews of relevant clinical studies.)

Response prevention or blocking, is a tech-Response prevention.

nique proported to be an animal analogue of Stampfl's
therapy" (Stampfl, 1966). The rationale behind the implosive technique

"implosive

years, in both the clinical and animal literature, in determining the
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Accord

ing to two-process theory, acquisition of an avoidance response occurs

in two stages.

feared situation are reinforced by fear reduction. It foilows fron:

this analysis, that one way to decrease the strength of the avoidance

response would be through Pavlovian extinction of the fear motivating

the response. Both the implosive and response prevention techniques

utilize Pavlovian extinction procedures by providing for massive.

nonreinforced exposure (i.e., UCS no longer present) to the fear

provoking situation. The procedure typically employed in the response

prevention studies involves three steps: (a) avoidance training, (b)

retaining the animal in the fear provoking situation (i.e., the start

box) for a prolonged period of time while prevent i ng the avoidance

response, and (c) extinction testing in which the avoidance response
Although response prevention is generallyis once again permitted.

number of variables relating to its efficacy.
Using an automated jump-out apparatus, Baum (1968) trained rats

After reaching criterion (10 consecutive

avoidances), subjects were given either 0, 50, or 100 over-training
trials followed by 5 minutes of response prevention. The effective

in this study, was found to dependness of the response prevention,

on whether or not subjects received any additional shock during the
over-training trials — irrespective of the number of ovei—training

or stimulus via its contiguous association with the aversive event.

to avoid a .5 ma shock.

First, fear is classically conditioned to the situation

Second, responses which terminate or remove the organism from the

is based in large part on Wowrer's (1951) two-process theory.

found to hasten the extinction process (Baum, 1970), Baum and his
associates, in a series of recent investigations, have uncovered a
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trials received. Those rats receiving additional shock were signifi

cantly more resistant to the effects of response prevention. S im iI ar-

ly, Baum (1972b) found that five minutes of response prevention became

progressively less effective with repeated acquisition and extinction

of the avoidance response.

Baum (1969a) also found the intensity of the shock used to

motivate avoidance learning to be an important factor in determining

the effectiveness of response prevention, with higher shock intensities

rendering the procedure less effective. The duration of response

prevention was also found to be critical (Baum, I 969a).

shock during avoidance training, Baum found that I minute of response

prevention had no effect on extinction responding, while 3 and 5 min

utes were equally effective and resulted in

resistance to extinction.

An interaction between shock intensity and the duration of

response prevention was also demonstrated (Baum, 1969b) in a study in

which rats were trained with a 1.3 ma shock and given either 5 or 30

As expected the 5 minute group mademinutes of response prevention.

significantly more avoidance responses and had shorter latencies than

the 30 minute group. Additionally, when the number of shocks (.5ma)

received was increased via fear conditioning prior to avoidance train

ing, only 30 minutes of response prevention proved effective

(Siegeltuch & Baum, 1971).

While response prevention is typically found to facilitate

avoidance extinction, several investigators have questioned its

effecl iveness in actually reducing the underlying fear (Coulter,

Riccio, & Page, 1969; Page, 1955). Page (1955) has suggested that

a significant decrease in

Using a .5 ma
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the rapid extinction observed after response prevention is due to

the acquisition of a new response, during response prevention, which

competes with the avoidance response. According to this formulation,

behaviors such as freezing and crouching, occurring in response to the

CS, become conditioned by the termination of the CS, on each response

prevent ion trial. A study by Coulter, Riccio, and Page (1969) has

frequently been cited as supportive of the above position. Fol lowing

avoidance training (CS duration of 2 sec), subjects were assigned to one

of four treatment groups receiving either regular extinction, response

detainment (i.e., held in starting compartment 3 sec after CS offset).
or 15 or 60 sec of response prevention. Treatment consisted of the

first five trials following avoidance training, with the 2 sec CS

presented on every trial. Thus, the response detainment and response

prevention groups were equated for CS exposure time (10 sec total).

Coulter et al.'s prediction that the response detainment subjects

would not develop incompatible responses and would continue to respond

longer than response prevention subjects was borne out. A test for

fear was conducted 24 hours later (24 hours of food depriva-res iduaI
tion) with time to enter the shock compartment for food as the measure

As predicted, response prevention subjects took longer toof fear.

enter the shock compartment than either the response detainment or
regular extinction subjects. However, as Shipley, Mock and Levis

(1971) have pointed out, by the time of the fear test, the response
delay and regular extinction subjects of Coulter et al., had experien
ced almost 4 1/2 times more CS exposures than response prevention
subjects, due to the greater number of responses made by the former
groups during extinction.
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In response to Coulter et al. (1969), Bersh and Paynter (1972)

attempted to demonstrate that Pavlovian fear extinction does occur

during response prevention. The authors modified the procedure used

by Coulter et al. by eliminating the regular extinction trials prior

to fear testing, increasing the duration of response prevention to

5 minutes per trial, and by presenting the CS during the entire respon
se prevention trial. In addition to the group receiving the CS during

response prevention, a second group received response prevention trials

without the CS, and a third group was not given response prevention

but was returned to the home cage after avoidance training. The

results were taken as supportive of a Pavlovian extinction interpre-

tation of response prevention. CS aversiveness, as indexed by number

of pellets eaten and shock compartment entrance latency during the
fear test, was significantly less for the group receiving response

prevention with the CS present than for either of the other groups.

In order to test Coulter et al.'s hypothesis that permitting the

animal to respond prevents the development of incompatible responses,
Shipley, Mock, and Levis (1971) compared the effectiveness of the
response delay and response prevention procedures. Following avoidance
acquisition, subjects were assigned to one of three groups receiving
either response delay, response prevention, or no treatment (i.e., time

controI) . Response prevention subjects were matched to response delay

Following this treatment phase,subjects for amount of CS exposure.
subjects were tested for passive avoidance of the shock compartment,a I I

with shock compartment entrance latency as the index of residual f ear.

Regular extinction trials followed the fear test. No reliable di f fer-

ences were found between the response prevention and response delay
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groups with respect to shock compartment entrance latency or number of

trials to extinction, but both evidenced significantly less fear than

However, the three groups did not differ signifi

cantly in total duration of CS exposure at the time the extinction

criterion was reached.

On the basis of the results of their investigation, Shipley et al.

suggested that fear reduction is a direct function of the total amount

of nonreinforced exposure to the CS,
amassed. However, other interpretations of the Pavlovian extinction

process hold that it is either (a) the number (e.g., Mowrer 8,

Denny, 1971; Solomon <3. Wynne, 1954) of CS presentations which is the

crucial factor in determining the rate of extinction. A number of

studies have been specifically addressed to resolving this controversy.

Schiff, Smith, and Prochaska (1972) systematically examined the

relationship between the duration and the number of response prevention

trials on the subsequent extinction of a one-way avoidance response.
Following avoidance training and prior to extinction, rats were given

either I, 5, or 12 response prevention trials, lasting either 0, 5, 10,
50, or 120 sec each. The auditory CS was presented for the entire
duration of each response prevention trial. The results indicated that

the greater the number of response prevention trials and the longer
the duration of each, the less the resistance to extinction. The
crucial factor, however, appeared to be the total duration of CS expos
ure rather than the number of trials or the duration of each trial. A
similar effect was obtained by Shearman (1970), using a two-way

the control group.

Lamereaux, 1942; Rescorla, 1967) or (b) the duration (e.g., Baum, 1970;

irrespective of how that total is
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avoidance procedure, and, more recently by Shipley (1974), using a

conditioned suppression technique.

While the proceeding investigations revealed no significant

difference between number and duration of CS exposures, when total

amount of exposure time was held constant, Franchina, Agee, and

In this

experiment, rats received escape training followed by either one

response prevention trial lasting 0, 120, 240, or 400 sec or multiple

In general, extinction was

found to be an inverse function of both the number and the duration of

response prevention trials. However, at each duration the groups

receiving multiple response prevention trials were found to extinguish

significantly faster than those receiving only one long trial. Berman

and Katzev (1972) also found many short CS exposures to be more effec

tive in hastening the extinction of a two-way avoidance than one long
exposure.

While Stampfl and Levis (1967) contend thatCountercond i t ion i ng■

intense fear or anxiety must be elicited during the treatment session
for successful implosive treatment, a basic assumption underlying

Wolpe's systematic desensitization technique is the neccessity of mini
mizing such fear reactions via counterconditioning procedures. I n

general, countercondit ioning involves the pitting of anxiety-competing

relaxation responses against fear responses. Accordingly, this is also

systematic desensitization — to increase the probability that anxiety

competing responses will predominate over the anxiety ordinarily

elicited by the aversive stimuli. Counterconditioning agents used in

Hauser (Exp.I, 1974) obtained somewhat different results.

trials (6, 12, or 20) lasting 20 sec each.

the basis for the use of a graded hierarchy of aversive stimuli in
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animal studies include food, tranquiI izing drugs, and positive inter-
cranial stimulation. In their critical review of the animal sfudies

relating to the efficacy of the counterconditioning procedure in the

elimination of avoidance behaviors, Wilson and Davison (1971) slated
that "the complex, incomplete, and often inconsistent nature of the

extinction literature that Kimble (1961) noted is still evident" (p. II)

and noted the need for "systematic investigations into the processes

The following three studies by
Wilson (1973) and De Iprato (1973b) represent a direct attempt to meet

this need.

In the first of two experiments Wilson (1973) ccrrpared three

extinction methods — toleration or graded hierarchy, pairing the CS

with food (i.e., counterconditioning), and blocking (response preven

tion) within a factorial design to determine the necessary conditions
for the facilitation of the extinction of avoidance responding. The
subjects in the response prevention (B) groups were confined in the

start box and received 15 presentations of the CS (114 db tone) for 30
sec each (with 20 sec between presentations). The subjects in the
food (F) groups were placed in the start box so that their feet touch

ed the food and the food was presented for the 20 sec prior to CS onset
and for the 30 sec duration of the CS. Toleration (T) subjects pro
gressed through an eight step hierarchy of CS intensity with progress
up the hierarchy contingent on a single failure to avoid at each level.
The eight groups thus generated were designated RE, F, T, T+F, B,
T+F+B, FtB, and TtB. Immediately following the treatment phase, all
subjects received regular extinction trials. Res i duaI fear, tested
after extinction, was indexed by the amount of time the subject spent

of the technique itself" (p. 12).
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in the shock compartment (with food present) during a 15 min. period.

The results of this study revealed that all blocked groups (6, T+F+B,

and T+B) extinguished faster than the nonblocked groups. T+F (which

permitted subjects to control their own exposure to the CS) was the

next most eifeclive and did not differ significantly from the blocking

a lone group (B) . A similar pattern was seen in the test of residual
f ear. Blocked groups spent the most time in the shock compartment.

followed by Group T+F and Group T. Tnere was also a significant

correlation obtained between CS exposure time and time spent in the

shock compartment during the residual fear test.

effects of the greater amount of CS exposure received by blocked groups

by yoking blocked subjects to T+F subjects. This experiment was

the subject controls its own exposure to the CS directly, with that of

forced exposure (T+F+B, and B). Again blocking (13) was most effective

in facilitating extinction, with the order of extinction being B,
However, the test of residual fear revealed r.oT+F+B, T+F, and RE.

significant differences among the three treatment groups, and the RE

group.
The results of these studies led Wilson to conclude that the

success of the T+F (counterconditioning) procedure in hastening

extinction was due to the increased nonreinforced exposure to the CS
it offered and not to a counterconditioning process. However, Wilson
also reported that there was no difference in extinction between
subjects which had eaten during treatment and those which had not.
This suggests that eating may not be an anxiety-competing response.

In the second experiment, Wilson attempted to control for the

designed to compare the counterconditioning procedure (T+F), in which
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Additionally, the fact that some subjects did not eat, questions the

functionality of the hierarchy used here in minimizing fear reactions.

On the basis of the results of a previous investigation (Delprato,

1973a), which revealed a counterconditioning procedure to be ineffec

tive in hastening extinction relative to control treatments, Delprato

suggested that the relationship between eating and CS onset may be of

critical importance in determining the efficacy of the countercondi

tioning procedure. That is, when the CS is presented after the subject

has begun to eat, eating may interfere with the subject's reception of

the CS, since he will be attending to food related stimuli and not to

the CS. Accordingly, Delprato hypothesized that a sequence of "signal.

eat" may be more effective than one of "eat, signal I! typicaI Iy used in

In order to test this hypothesis,counterconditioning studies.
Delprato (1973b) conducted an experiment in which three countercondi-

tioning groups were employed, differing only in the temporal relation-
AlI subjects were first magazineship between eating and CS onset.

trained in the avoidance apparatus, and then given two-way avoidance
training over a four day period with an 80 db CS. To insure that a I I

subjects were eating prior to treatment, additional magazine training
was given following avoidance trials on each of the four acquisition

On the day following the last avoidance acquisition day, subdays .
jects were assigned to the treatment groups. The first group received

food (4 peI Iets/triaI) prior to the onset of the CS (F-S) (i.e., after

ingestion of the fourth pellet). Another group received food and CS

simultaneously (SIM), and the third group received food after the

All three experimental groups were allowed tooffset of the CS (S-F).

terminate the 5 sec CS with a response and all received graded exposure
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to the CS in a 15 step hierarchy of intensity. Progression up the

first II steps of the hierarchy was contingent upon a single failure to

remainder of the hierarchy. Three additional groups received either

unpaired CS and food presentations (USF), food, but no CS presentations

(i.e., Pseudodesensitization control, PD), or graded hierarchy but no

food (GID . During the treatment phase, the three groups receiving

paired CS and food presentations (Groups F-S, S-F, and SIM) were less

responsive than the controls, suggesting that these conditions resulted

in more interference with performance of the avoidance response. '.th i I e

Group PD showed the greatest resistance to extinction during subsequent

extinction testing, Groups S-F, USF, and GH were significantly less

resistant to extinction fhan Groups SIM and F-S. These findings led

Delprato to conclude that the facilitated extinction shown by Group

S-F was due to the greater amount of

afforded by this condition and not to a counterconditioning process

per se.

Since systematic desensitization stresses the importance of mini

mizing anxiety during treatment, a number of studies have examined the

effects of reducing anxiety, during the response prevention procedure,

by means of tranquiI izing drugs (i.e., chlorpromazine, chlordiazepox-

The paradigm for such studies typically involveside, amobarbitaI).
avoidance training in the nondrugged state, treatment under the influ

ence of the drug, and testing in the nondrugged state. In genera I, the
results of these studies have indicated that response prevention given
under the influence of tranquiI izing or antianxiety drugs has little

"functional exposure" to the CS

avoid; two consecutive failures were required for advancement along the

or no effect (Gaum, 1973b; Cooper, Coon, Mejta, & Reid, 1974) or may
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even tend to increase resistance to extinction of the avoidance respon-

However, while Cooper, et a I. found no difference

between the placebo control group and groups receiving response preven

tion while under the influence of tranquiI izing drugs, they did find

significant decrease in resistance to extinction in a group recei-a

ving response prevention in conjunction with amphetamine sulfate.

These results appear to support Starnpfl and Levis' (1967 ) claim — some

fear must be present for extinction to occur.

While the research in which food and tranquiI izing drugs were

used as the counterconditioning agents are not generally supportive of

a counterconditioning hypothesis, evidence consistent with such an

interpretation has come from studies in which positive ICS has been

paired with fear eliciting stimuli.

Stone (1971) varied the onset of ICS, during response prevention.

so that it was presented for different groups either before, during.

The results of this study appear to support De Ipratoor after the CS.
(1973b) in that ICS presented during and after the CS was found to be
significantly more effective than ICS before and CS only presentations

in hastening the extinction of the lever press avoidance response. I n

Gordon and Baum (1971) also report ICS to facilitatein extinction.
the extinction of a one-way, jump-out avoidance response, but only if

the ICS was given in the presence of the fear provoking situation
(i.e., during response prevention). Similar findings were reported

by Monico (1971) and Voss, Mejta, and Reid (1974). Add i t ionaI Iy.

Paxton, Mejta, and Reid (1974) found that it was not necessary to
long as some ICSprevent responding for ICS to countercondition, as

se (Kamano, 1972).

fact, ICS before and CS only groups were not significantly different
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delivered while the subject was in the fear eliciting situationwas

(i.e., on the grid floor).

Although Prado-Alcala, Bush, Steel, and Reid (1973, Exp. I )

also found ICS to facilitate the action of response prevention, they

noted a great deal of variability within the groups receiving ICS.

They postulated that this variability might bo due to the inadvertent

reinforcement of abortive avoidance responses. To test this hypothesis

they conducted a second experiment in which four groups of rats receiv

ed ICS either (a) contingent upon movements toward the safe area (i.e.,

abortive avoidance responses), (b) contingent upon movements away from

(c) noncontingent on behavior, or (d) no ICS during thethe safe area,
2 min. response prevention period. Only the group receiving ICS contin

gent on movements away from the safe area was significantly less resis
tant to extinction than the no-ICS group. (However, when only I min.

of response prevention was given no differences were found among the

The results of this investigation indicate that the role ofgroups.)
counterconditioner is not only to countercondition but also to rein-a

force incompatible responses.

Another approach to counterconditioning is offered in Denny's

relaxation theory (Denny, 1971). According to relaxation theory,

removal of the fear provoking stimulus elicits relief and relaxation

responses (i.e., exploration, grooming, etc.). Such relaxation respon-

become conditioned to the safe area or period curing acquisitionses

and mediate avoidance learning. During extinction, when the aversive

stimulation is removed, relaxation brings about extinction through a

backchaining process, and acts as a competing response which is pitted

against fear. Additionally relaxation is assumed to be a long latency
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response requiring up to 2 1/2 minutes to become effective, but which

can accumulate over trials. According to this analysis, relaxation can

be conditioned directly to the fear situation and the backchaining

the fear provoking situa

tion before relaxation is completed. The typical response prevention

procedure accomplishes this and relaxation is forced to occur in the

presence of the fear provoking situation and hence competes directly

with fear.

A novel series of experiments which have been interpreted in terms

of relaxation theory have been conducted by Baum and his associates.

Casual observations of the animals' behavior during response prevention

led Baum to speculate that the type of behavior the animal engaged in

was critical in determining the effectiveness of response prevention in

In order to obtain empirical evidence offacilitating extinction.

this effect, Baum (1969a) systematically recorded the predominant

behaviors of subjects every 5 sec during a 5 minute response prevention

Behaviors were divided into four categories: (a) abortiveper i od.

avoidances, (b) freezing, (c) general activity, and (d) grooming.

Abortive avoidance responses were found to predominate during the first

minute and decline thereafter, while general activity and grooming

behaviors increased with the duration of response prevention. Addi

tionally, as shock level during training increased so did the propor-

More recently. Spring, Prochaska, andtion of fear related behaviors.

Smith (1974) also found the behavior of the subject during response

prevention to be related to the efficacy of the procedure. In this
study, subjects were divided info two groups on the basis of whether
they exhibited predominantly exploratory or nonexp(oratory type

process by-passed if the subject is placed in
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behaviors during a 25 minute response prevention period. During the
subsequent test for residual fear, exploratory subjects were found to

exhibit less fear than the nonexp I oratory and no-response prevention

controls. The nonexp I oratory subjects, on the other hand, showed more
fear than the controls.

Since the spontaneous behavior of the animals seemed to be related
to the effectiveness of the response prevention procedure, Baum hypo
thesized that methods which would elicit nonfearful, relaxation type
behaviors would also facilitate the action of response prevention.
especially in those cases where brief periods of response prevention
have been found to be ineffective (e.g., where strong shock is used in

In one study, Lederhendler and Baum (1970) examined thetra i n i ng).
effect of mechanically disrupting fear behaviors during response

In this experiment, rats were trained to avoid an intenseprevention.
shock (1.3 ma) following which two groups received 5 minutes of
response prevention, while a third group spent the response prevention
period in a neutral environment (i.e., time control). For one of the
response prevention groups, abortive avoidances and freezing behaviors
occurring during response prevention were mechanically disrupted by
means of a paddle type device which forced the animal to move about in

While 5 minutes of response prevention withoutthe feared situation.

It is interesting to note that Hunsicker,facilitated extinction.

Nelson, and Reid (1973) found that delivering ICS which resulted in
forced movement during a 5 minute response prevention period, facili
tated extinction and did not significantly differ from a group receiv-

However, mechanical ICS was found to be relativelying positive ICS.

intervention proved ineffective, mechanical intervention significantly
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i ineffective. in comparison to positive ICS, when a response prevention
interval of 2.5 minutes was used.

In another study, Baum (1969b) investigated the effect of having

nonfearful rats present in the apparatus with the experimer.taI subject

during response prevention. The results indicated that while 5 minutes

of response prevention spent alone was ineffective, 5 minutes in the

company of nonfearful animals significantly facilitated extinction.

With 30 minutes of response prevention no difference was found between
the two groups. Marina and Bauermiester (1974) obtained similar
results in a study in which four groups of rats spent response preven

tion either (a) alone, (b) with three novel objects, (c) with three

anesthetized rats, or (d) with three active rats. The two groups

experiencing response prevention in the company of other rats showed

less resistance to extinction in contrast to the other two groups and
were not significantly different from each other.

significant difference was found between the groups receiving response

prevention alone or with the novel objects, leading the authors to

conclude that the effectiveness of response prevention when other non-

merely the result of a novelty effect.
While Baum and Marina and Eauermeister found that the physical

presence of nonfearful rats during response prevention facilitated
extinction. Uno, Greer, and Goates (1973) found that merely allowing
the subject to observe another animal going through response prevention
or allowing the subject to observe the empty shock compartment, prior
to response prevention itself, hastened extinction.

Although t4arina and Eauermeister found no evidence of a novelty

Furthermore, no

fearful animals were present was due to social facilitation and not
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distraction effect in their study. such an effect has been observedor

in the following two investigations. In the first study, Baum and
Gordon (1970) looked at the effect of presenting a loud, but novel
buzzer (90 db) continuously during response prevention (5 minutes).

Four groups of rats received either .5 or 1.3 ma shock during avoid-

and buzzer or no buzzer during response prevention. The groupsance,

receiving the buzzer treatment not only made fewer responses during

extinction than the no buzzer groups trained at the same shock inten

sity, but an analysis of their spontaneous behavior during response

prevention indicated that they engaged in more general exploratory and

grooming behaviors and less fear behaviors than the no buzzer groups.
Analogously, Baum (1972) found that changing the illumination condi

tions during response prevention (i.e., training in well Iighted room

and response prevention in the dark) increased the effectiveness of

the procedure in hastening extinction.

Evidence from studies such as the two cited above have led several
investigators to postulate a distraction or attention shift factor

(Baum, 1973). That is, anything

which distracts the organism, including the response prevention proced

ure itself, and hence disrupts the instrumental behavior, may facili

tate extinction.

The flooding procedure (originally named by Pol in.Flood i ng■

1959) differs from response prevention in that the subject is permitt

ed to make the avoidance response, however, termination of the CS is

not contingent on responding.

termined period of time irrespective of whether or not the subject

That is, the CS remains on for a prede-

1972a; Reid, 1973; Reynierse & Wiff,
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A variation of the flooding procedure, which has also beenresponds.

shown to be an effective means of hastening extinction, involves delay

ing the termination of the CS for some period of time after the avoid
ance response has occurred.

Delprato (1969) systematically varied the delay of CS-term i nat i or.

during the extinction of a one-way avoidance response. During ext inc-

10, or 20 sec

following the response. Significant and progressive decreases in

duration of CS-termination delay. Similar findings were reported by

Katzev (1967) in a two-way avoidance situation.

Although Delprato interpreted his results in terms of relaxation
theory (i.e., pairing CS and relaxation conditioned to goal box cues.

in the counterconditioning of relaxation to the CS), theresuI ted
effectiveness of the flooding procedure in decreasing resistance to
extinction has frequently been viewed in terms of the discrimination

hypothesis (Dolles i Grossen 1969; D'Amato, 1970) . The d i scr im i nat ion

hypothesis emphasizes the discriminative role of the CS in maintain

ing avoidance responding. According to this interpretation, the CS

takes on the properties of a discriminative stimulus during avoidance
training, marking the occasion for the instrumental response. Success
ful avoidances, by avoiding shock, reinforce the discriminative func-

It follows from this analysis, that extinction will betion of the CS.

facilitated to the extent to which the change in reinforcement contin

gencies between acquisition and extinction can be discriminated.

Traditional extinction trials, which preserve the CS-termination
contingency, retard discrimination of the change in reinforcement

tion, four groups of rats received the CS for 0, 5,

resistance to extinction were found as a function of increases in the
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cont i ngenc i es. Both flooding and response prevention, on the other

hand, by altering the CS-termination contingency, facilitate detection

of such changes.

maintaining avoidance behavior, Colles, Moot, and Grossen (1971) have

suggested that its effectiveness depends on the manner in which the

avoidance contingency is altered. In accordance with the discrimina

tion hypothesis, they contend that the extreme resistance to extinction

observed with the traditional extinction procedure in which only the

shock is discontinued is due to the fact that the reinforcement contin

gencies maintaining the instrumental avoidance response have not been

a Itered.

cies Bolles et al. note two additional contingencies contributing to

the reinforcement of the avoidance response — response produced feed

back, or informational stimuli, and escape from shock.

In the first of two experiments, Eolles et al. investigated the

roles of the CS-termination, feedback, and avoidance contingencies in

the maintenance of shuttle box avoidance. Subjects were initially

given 100 acquisition trials with the above 3 contingencies in effect.

The escape contingency was eliminated after the twentieth acquisition

i ng failure to respond within the 10 sec inter-stimuI us-intervaI (ISI).
Assessment of the effects of the three contingencies was made during
extinction by removing one or more of the contingencies within a

2x2x2 factorial design. The CS-termination contingency was elimin
ated by delaying CS termination; the feedback contingency by withhold

ing presentation of the feedback stimulus; and the avoidance

With respect to the role of the CS-termination contingency in

Furthermore, in addition to the CS and avoidance contingen

trial (and in extinction) by presenting a single .2 sec shock follow-
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.7. sec noncont in-

gent shock following the 10 sec ISI on each trial (i.e., all responses
were pun i shed). The results revealed that only the avoidance contin

gency exerted a significant effect. That is, avoidance responding

persisted only in those groups for which the avoidance contingency

remained in effect. The ineffectiveness of the CS-termination contin

gency in maintaining the avoidance response, when shock was made

unavoidable (and not merely absent) during extinction, led the authors

to suggest that the manner in which the avoidance contingency is

removed determines the efficacy of the other contingencies and prompt

ed their second study.

in their second experiment. Belles et al. examined the effects of

various procedures for removing the avoidance contingency as well as

For half of the groups shock wasthe role of the escape contingency.
for the other half shockescapable in both acquisition and extinction;

was inescapable (as in Experiment I). During extinction the escapable-

inescapable shock factor was combined factorially with the following

only the avoidance response was punished; (c) no responses were punish
ed (i.e., the conventional extinction procedure; subjects receiving

this condition had only escapable shock in acquisition); and (d) random

Additionally, two no-change control proceduresshock presentations.

The results indicated

that the escape contingency exerted a significant influence only for

those groups receiving noncontingent, unavoidable shock (i.e., all
The traditional extinction procedureresponses and randomly punished).

contingency was eliminated by the presentation of a

were included: (a) a no-extinction procedure, and (b) a baseline

treatments: (a) all responses were punished as in Experiment I; (b)

control, in which shock was always unavoidable.
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resulted in the greatest resistance to extinction, response-contingent

punishment produced the most rapid extinction, and unavoidable shock

yielded intermediate effects.

The results of these two experiments appear to indicate that the

efficacy, of the CS-termination, escape, and feedback contingencies in

maintaining avoidance responding, depends on the manner in which the

avoidance contingency is altered. When the avoidance contingency is

removed such that shock in unavoidable the escape contingency appears

to be most important. When shock is discontinued, as in the conven

tional extinction procedure, the CS-termination contingency appears to

exert the most influence in maintaining avoidance behavior.

In a similar vein, Reynierse and Rizley (1970) examined the

effects of altering the stimulus and response contingencies on the

extinction of a two-way avoidance response. In this study two groups

of rats experienced CS-only conditions during extinction in which the

response contingencies in effect) or (b) was delayed for 5 sec after

the response (stimulus contingency in effect; response contingency

Four additional groups received theassociated with CS eliminated).
For one of theseCS and UCS presented randomly during extinction.

groups both the CS and UCS terminated immediately with the response.

eliminating the stimulus contingency while preserving the response
For another group the UCS terminated immediately but thecont i ngency.

CS was delayed (response contingency in effect only for UCS). A third

group received the CS terminating immediately but the UCS was delayed
for 5 sec (response contingency preserved only for CS). In the fourth

CS either terminated (a) immediately with a response (both stimulus and
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group termination of both the CS and UCS was delayed, eliminating all

stimulus and response contingencies.

The group receiving the CS-only condition, in which CS-termination

was immediate, showed the greatest resistance to extinction. El imi rat

ing the stimulus contingencies, by presenting the CS and UCS randomly.

produced intermediate results. However, the least resistance to

extinction was exhibited by the groups for which the response contin

gency associated with the UCS was eliminated by delaying UCS termina

tion.

Since the flooding procedure results in prolonged exposure to the

CS as well as preventing control over CS-termination, Katzev and Berman

(1974, Exp. I) investigated the effects of these two variables on the

Following avoidanceextinction of shuttle box avoidance responding.

training two groups of subjects received 50 treatment trials. For one

group CS-termination was response contingent. The second group was

yoked to the first such that each yoked control animal received the

same number, duration and pattern of CS exposures as his response

contingent partner, however, the yoked animals could not control CS-

Following treatment, these two groups were given CS-onlytermi nat ion.
A third control group received no treatment, butextinction trials.

was given RE trials immediately following avoidance training. The

indicated that the no-treatment control group was the mostresuIts
resistant to extinction, the group receiving noncontingent CS-termin-

ation the least, and the response-contingent treatment group was i ntei—

The fact that the response-contingent treatment group wasmed iate.
less resistant to extinction than the no-treatment control group.

suggested that the greater number of CS exposures experienced by this
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significant factor in determining the rate
of extinction. With this in mind Katzev and Berman conducted a second

experiment in which the duration of CS exposure was systematically

man i puI ated . Following avoidance training and prior to extinction

testing, four groups of rats received 10 treatment trials during which

the CS was presented for either IC, 20, 30, or 40 sec per trial. Dur

ing treatmen I the subjects were free to respond but responding had no

effect on CS-termination (i.e., a flooding procedure). A no-treatment

control group was given RE trials immediately after avoidance training.

In general the results of this study revealed resistance to extinction

to be an inverse function of duration of CS exposures. Taking the

results of these two experiments together, Katzev and Berman concluded

that both non-response-contingent CS-terminafion and prolonged nonrein

forced exposure to the CS independently act to facilitate extinction.

Comparison of response prevention and flooding. Although the

response prevention and flooding techniques share two similar compon-

ents — non-response-contingent CS-termination and prolonged nonrein

forced exposure to the CS — they differ in terms of response availa-

Response prevention physically prevents the response frombi I ity.

occuring, while in the flooding paradigm the subject is allowed to

studies have explored the role of confinement vs.respond. SeveraI
response availability on avoidance extinction.

Sherman (1970) in a 2 x 2 design examined the effects of confine

ment (response prevention) vs. nonconfinement (flooding) and massed vs.

distributed CS presentations on the extinction of a two-way avoidance

On each of the three treatment days, subjects receivingresponse.
massed CS presentations received a single 100 sec CS exposure, while

group during treatment was a
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subjects receiving distributed CS presentations received twenty 5-sec
exposures (25-sec ITI). The confined groups were prevented from

responding, while the nonconfined groups could respond but CS termin

ation was non-response contingent. All four experimental groups were

equated for time spent in the apparatus during treatment. A no-treat
ment control group which spent the duration of the treatment period in
their home cages was also included. While all treated groups respon
ded significantly less than the no-treatment controls during subsequent
extinction testing, Sherman found no significant differences among the
four treatment groups.

In an attempt to replicate and extend the results of the Shearman
study, Berman and Katzev (1972) conducted an experiment also employing

the two treatment variables. For the distributed exposure groups
treatment consisted of forth 5-sec presentations of the CS. The massed
exposure groups received a single 200 sec CS presentation. Al I four
experimental groups were equated for time spent in the apparatus
during treatment. Two additional control groups were employed: (a) a
CS time control which received the same amount of CS exposure during
•treatment as the experimental subjects, but for which CS-term i nat ion

for the same amount of time as the treatment groups. The results of
the extinction test revealed that physically preventing the response

the most effective procedure in hastening extinction and thatwas

distributed CS presentations were more effective than massed presen-

Another important finding of this study was that the CS timetations.

no additional CS exposure but remained in the apparatus (nonconfined)

was response contingent and (b) a normal control group which received

confinement vs. nonconfinement and massed vs. distributed exposures as
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control group, which received only response contingent CS-termination

trials during treatment but for which curation of CS exposure was the

same as for the treatment groups, extinguished significantly faster

than the "normal controls" and was not significantly different from

three of the four experimental groups. This last finding challenges
the claim (Katzev, 1972) that response contingent CS-termination is a

necessary condition for maintaining avoidance responding.

The results of other studies investigating the comparative effi

cacy of the flooding and response prevention procedures offer no fur

ther clarification. Baum (1973a) found the two procedures to be

equally effective in hastening the extinction of the jump-out avoidance

response, while Bankart and Elliot (1974) found response prevention to

be more effective than flooding, regardless of how the CS was presen

ted .

Breaking the Vicious Circle

Four studies have appeared in the literature in which an attempt

was made to prevent the development or the continuation of VC3. The

first two studies to be discussed examined the role of residual

emotionality in the maintenance of VCB.
In the first study, Martin (1969) used escape training, massed

trials and a 30 sec ITI throughout the experiment. Two groups of rats

One of these groups, however, received an 18 minute restreceived PE.

A third group received RE. While theperiod after the 20th trial.

of running speed, relative to the PE group not receiving a rest period,
The rested group.it did not eliminate the response completely.

rest period significantly decreased the vigor of responding, in terms
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although extinguishing faster than the nonnested PE group, took longer
to extinguish than an RE group.

In a second study along similar lines, Ervey (1969) gave 10 groups

of rats an 18 minute rest, after 0, 5, 20, or 80 trials of PE or PE,
no rest period. Unlike Martin (1969), Ervey found no significantor

decrease in speed, relative to controls, after 20 trials.

significant effect of the rest was obtained until after 80 trials.

In the following two studies an attampl was made to prevent the
development of VCB by reducing fear. Following escape training,

Martin, McArdle, Deemer and Steiner (1968) gave rats either a saline

injection or one of three dosages of chlorpromazine (5.82, I .20, or

.30 mg/kg). Subjects then received either RE or PE. The results

indicated that chlorpromazine hastened extinction in all groups and

prevented VCB. Furthermore, retest without the drug revealed no
indicating that the effect was not "state-dependent."recovery of VCB,

O'Neil, Skeen and Ryan (1970) examined the effects of duration

of nonreinforced exposure to the start box cues on the development of

Following escape training, rats received either RE or PE. DuringVCB.

extinction, groups received a 30 sec delay in the start box for

either 0, 8, or 16 trials followed by extinction trials without the

Although all PE groups ran faster than the RE groups, thedelay.
delayed PE groups ran significantly slower than the nondelayed PE

group.

In fact, no



STATEMENT CF THE PROBLEM

According to the Mowrer-Brown hypothesis, self-punitive running

is motivated by the generalization of punishment-induced fear and

reinforced by fear reduction. This view suggests two general ways of

breaking the vicious circle: (a) by reducing punishment-induced fear.

Both the

response prevention and flooding procedures accomplish this by provid

ing for prolonged nonreinforced exposure to the CS and by altering the

reinforcement contingency associated with CS-termination. Whi Ie the

avoidance extinction research has not conclusively demonstrated the

superiority of one procedure over the other, both have been found to

reliably reduce avoidance responding. The purpose of this study was to

investigate the relative efficacy of these two procedures in hastening

the extinction of self-punitive avoidance behavior maintained by secon

dary punishment.

inating seIf-punitive running, two experimental treatment groups were

For one group, CS-SB, a response detainment rather thanempIoyed.

response prevention procedure was employed.

in the start box for 20 sec prior to the start of each treatmentsented

The second group, CS-GB, received a flooding type procedure intrial .

that termination of the CS was delayed for 20 sec (i.e., CS presented
during first 20 sec of '10 sec goal box confinement period) following

37

and/or (b) by disrupting the reinforcement contingencies.

That is, the CS was pre

In order to assess the efficacy of these two procedures in el im-
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each response. Consequently, both groups received prolonged CS

exposures of equal duration on each treatment trial and differed only

in the location (i.e., start box vs. goal box) in which the exposures
were received.

In view of the proposed influence of a "distraction" or "attention

shift" factor in the facilitated extinction found in several invesfiga-

1970) an attempt was made to

reduce disruption of the locomotor response by retaining all groups in

the start box for 20 sec prior to the start of each trial throughout

all phases of the experiment. in addition, two novel stimulus (NCS)

control groups were also included to allow assessment of the role of

the distraction or attention shift factor in hastening extinction.

One of these groups received the novel stimulus in the start box (NCS-

SB) during the start box detainment period. The second NCS group was

presented with the novel stimulus in the goal box (NCS-GB) during the

first 20 sec of the goal box confinement period.

Both experimental treatment procedures, CS-SB and CS-GB, prolong

exposure to the CS, alter the reinforcement contingency (e.g., delay

ing reinforcement), and provide an opportunity for relaxation to occur

in the presence ot the CS. Consequently, predictions as to the out

comes of these procedures can be made on the basis of the Pavlovian
extinction model, the discrimination hypothesis, or relaxation theory.

To the extent that the CS-SB and CS-GB procedures provide for an

equal degree of (a) disruption of the CS-termination contingency, and
(b) prolonged nonreinforced exposure to the CS, both the discrimination

hypothesis and the Pavlovian extinction model would predict no differ

ence between the two groups in rate of extinction. However the

tions (e.g., Baum, 1972a; Baum 4 Gordon,
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possibility exists that presenting the CS in the start box for Group

CS-SB may result in the summation of the fear conditioned to both the

start box cues and CS. This could produce an initial rapid increase
in the total level of fear and in concomittant running speeds, followed

by a rapid decrease — a condition not unlike that described by Stampfl

(1966).

Relaxation theory, also is not sufficiently specific to enable

a prediction as to the relative effectiveness of the two treatment

groups, CS-SB and CS-GB.

In order to more thoroughly examine the efficacy of the CS-SB and

CS-GB procedures and also to allow for a further demonstration of the

secondary self-punitive effect, three additional control groups were

These included a no-treatmeni control group (NTC-VC), whichempIoyed.

received no additional CS exposures, and a RE group (VC-RE) for which

secondary punishment was discontinued during the treatment phase.

While the experimental treatments were expected to result in facilitat

ed extinction. Group NTC-VC was expected to show only a slight decrease

Since the Mowrer-Brown hypothesisin speed across blocks of trials.
holds that punishment-induced fear serves to motivate the running

response, the removal of punishment for Group VC-RE was expected to
Group VC-RE was, there-result in a relatively rapid decline in speed.

expected to exhibit a faster extinction trend than those groupsfore.
continuing to receive punishment throughout the treatment phase.

A "random CS" control group (RCS) was also employed.

rece i ved
included to allow assessment of the roleical fear conditioning and was

This group

"random" (i.e., unpaired) CS-shock presentations during class-
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of the Pavlovian fear conditioning procedure in the secondary self-

punitive paradigm.

1967), Group RCS was expected to exhibit less facilitation

of punishment than groups receiving CS and shock explicitly paired

during conditioning (i.e., Group IITC-VC) .

Finally, this experiment attempted to extend the generality of

the secondary self-punitive effect to a new species — Mus musculus.

While mice have been found to exhibit strong and stable VCB when

previously been employed as subjects in the secondary self-punitive

parad i gm.

as a result

Since this procedure should result in less fear

being conditioned to the CStMcAII ister & McAllister, 1971; Rescorla,

primary punishment was used (Brister A Melvin, 1975), they have not



METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 84 male outbred albino mice of the CD-1 ( ICP.J8R

strain, purchased from Charles River Mouse Farms, Wilmington,

Massachusetts. The subjects wore 110-130 days of age, at the start

of the experiment, and ranged in weight from 24-46 g. Each mouse

was caged individually, for at least 48 hours prior to the experiment.

with free access to both food and water.

Apparatus

The apparatus consisied of a 12./0 cm start box, a 45.72 cm

straight alley, and a 27.94 cm goal box. Al I components were made of

8.26 cm wide and 12.70 cm high. The sides of the

start box and alley were covered with white adhesive-backed plastic

The grids were stainsheeting; both had clear tops and grid floors.

less steel and were 5 mm in diameter and spaced at 8 mm intervals. The

sides and top of the goal box were covered in black adhesive-backed

plastic sheeting and the floor was Masonite. A white guillotine door

prevented the mouse from leaving the start box; a black guillotine door

at the entrance of the goal box prevented retracing.

Photocells and associated electromechanical equipment were used

to control shock presentation and response time measurements (to the

Prepunishment time was defined as the time from thenearest .01 sec).
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Plexiglass and were

raising of the start box door until interruption of the first photobeam
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15.24 cm info the alley. Punishment time was the time elapsing between

the interruption of the first photobeam and the interruption of the

second photobeam 1.27 cm into the goal box. During fear conditioning
an 85 V shock was delivered through I0K fi. During avoidance training

and retraining, a 55 V shock was delivered through I0K fi.

The fear conditioning chamber was located 6.99 cm behind the rear

of the start box and measured 8.26 cm x 7.30 cm x 12.7 cm high. The

chamber had a clear Plexiglass top, a grid floor, and walls with I cm

width black and white stripes.

The buzzer (76 db) was located .051 cm to the side of the fear

conditioning chamber. The tone was generated by

Stimulus Panel (No. 1166-4 Ml), the output of which was routed to two

8Q 2 - in. (5.08 cm) PM speakers. One of the speakers was mounted on

the top of the fear conditioning chamber and the other in the center

of the top of the alley.

Procedure
Each subject received training on two separate days1. On day I ,

subjects in al.l groups received fear conditioning followed by avoidance

Approximately 22 hours later (Day II) subjects receivedtra i n i ng.
avoidance retraining, followed by punishment-extinction and treatment.

During fear conditioning, one-half of the subjects inrespectively.
each group were conditioned with a tone as the CS, while the other half

The tone and buzzer were presented in anreceived a buzzer as the CS.

'Difficulty during the pilot study in obtaining a reliable measure 
of the classically conditioned fear response, when conditioning, train
ing, and testing were administered consecutively on the same cay, led 
to the employment of the 22 hour postconditioning delay interval. For 
a detailed discussion of the effects of this variable on measures of 
conditioned fear see McAllister and McAllister, 1965.

a For i nger (multiple
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ABDA order, i .e.,

ed with the tone (A), subjects in the second replication were condition

ed with the buzzer (B), etc. During avoidance training, retraining.

punishment-extinction, and treatment the ITI was 60 sec, consisting of

a 40 sec goal box confinement period and a 20 sec start box confinement

period, prior to each trial.

Prior to the experimental session on Day I, each mouse was handel-

ed and allowed to explore the fear conditioning chamber, start box,

alley, and goal box for five minutes each. Subjects were then randomly

assigned to one of seven groups, (N=12 per group) and the experiment

was run in 12 replications of 7 subjects each.

The grid floors were cleaned with steel wool and the entire appai—

atus wiped clean, following the training trials (Day I) and the extinc

tion testing trials (Day II) of each subject.

Fear Cond i tioni ng. For all groups, with the exception of group

On TrialRCS, the procedure was as follows. I, the subject was placed

in the fear conditioning chamber and the experimenter initiated the 3

An 85 V I sec shock was presented 2 sec aftersec CS (tone or buzzer).
The subject then received 14 such CS-shock pair-the onset of the CS.

I sec 85 V shock followed

Each of the 14 addifional shocks began 6030 sec later by a 3 sec CS.
following the previous shock termination. The CS was presentedsec

randomly within one of six possible 10 sec periods following each

shock termination.
Immediately following the last fear conditioning trial, the

subject was placed in the goal box for 10 minutes.

all subjects in the first replication were condition

ings at 60 sec intervals.

On Trial I, the RCS group received a
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Avoidance Training.

Ten minutes following the last fear conditioning trial, thegroups.

subject was placed in the start box facing the goal box. Twenty sec

later the start and goal box doors raised simultaneously. I f thewere

mouse entered the goal box within 2 sec after the raising of the doors,

a 55 V shock was avoided. If the mouse failed 1o enter the goal box

within the 2 sec avoidance interval, the grid floor of both, the alley

and start box were electrified. After the subject entered the goal

box the guillotine doors were lowered and he was allowed to remain i n

the goal box for 40 sec. The acquisition criterion was five consecu

tive avoidances within 40 trials. If the subject failed to meet the

criterion, he was discarded and a substitution made; five mice were

discarded and replaced on the basis of this criferion.

Approximately 22 hours after originalAvoidance Retraining.

avoidance training, all subjects received avoidance retraining in the

same manner as described in avoidance training. Three mice were dis

carded for failing to meet the avoidance retraining criterion.

Extinction consisted of two phases. Phase I,Ext i notion.

punishment-extinction, consisted of the first 20 extinction trials.

Phase II, treatment, consisted of the next 60 extinction trials.

Phase I: Punishment-Extinction. Immediately following avoidance

retraining, each subject received 20 secondary punishment-extinction

For all subjects the interruption of The first photobeam.trials.
initiated the CS (tone or buzzer)located 15.24 cm inside the alley.

which continued until the subject interrupted the second photobeam,

located 1.27 cm inside the goal box (i.e., CS presented in last two-

thirds of the al ley).

Avoidance training was identical for all
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Phase I I: Treatment.

sisted or the next 60 trials, during which the seven groups were treat
ed as foilows:

I . CS-SB Group. Subjects in this group were presented with the

Immediately after
placing the subject in the start box, the experimenter initiated the

CS which remained on for the entire 20 sec period. Fol lowing CS

permitted to respond. The subjects in this group continued to receive

secondary punishment in the last 30.48 cm of the alley (i.e., CS

presentation) as in the punishment-extinction phase.

2. CS-GB Group. Subjects in this group were presented with the

CS during the first 20 sec of the goal box confinement period. FoI I ow
ing the 20 sec start box confinement period, the doors were raised and

the subject was allowed to respond. I he interruption of the first

photobeam initiated the CS which continued for 20 sec after the subject

had interrupted the second photobeam.

The subjects in this group continued to receive3. NCS-SB Group.
secondary punishment with the stimulus originally conditioned during

fear conditioning, as in punishment-extinction.

stimulus (either buzzer or tone, depending on the original CS)a novel
was presented during the 20 sec start box confinement period, i n the
same manner as was described for the CS-SB group.

Subjects in this group continued to receiveNCS-GB Group.4 .

secondary punishment, as in punishment-extinction. However, interrup-

The treatment phase of the experiment con-

CS during the 20 sec start box confinement period.

termination the guillotine doors were raised and the subject was

tion of the second photobeam now initiated a 20 sec novel stimulus

However, in addition.
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(either tone or buzzer, depending on the stimulus employed during fear
cond ition ing) .

5. VC-RE Group. Secondary punishment was discontinued for
subjects in this group during the treatment phase and a regular nenpun-
ished extinction procedure was initiated (i.e., interruption of the
first photobeam no longer initiated the CS) .

6. NTC-VC Group. Subjects in this group continued to receive
secondary punishment-extinction as in Phase I; no further treatment
condition was employed.

RCS Group. Subjects receiving random CS presentations during7.
fear conditioning continued to receive the CS as in Phase I, and no
further treatment was initiated in Phase II.

If a subject's total response time exceeded 60 sec on any trial
testing ceased and scores of 60 sec were recorded for theof Phase I I,

remainder of the trials.



RESULTS

Avoidance Reacquisition
Prepunishment and punishment time scores during avoidance reacqui

sition were obtained for each subject from median running times on the
last five avoidance trials. These medians were converted to reci pro

simple analysis of variance. These
analyses revealed no reliable differences among the seven groups. (See
Tables A and B in Appendix for analysis of variance summary tables.)
Ext i notion
Prepunishment Speed

Phase I: Punishment-Extinction. Figure I represents the mean
prepunishment speeds, across five-trial blocks of Phases I and II, for

receiving paired CS-shock presentations during fearthe six groups
Each point is the mean of 12 reciprocals. Exam i nationcond i t ion i ng .
section of Figure I indicates that the performance ofof the Phase I

all groups is relatively stable across blocks of trials. A 6 x 4
Lindquist Type I analysis of variance revealed no significant differ-

(See Table C in Appendix for summaryences among the six groups.
tab Ie.)

Figure 2 depicts the mean prepunishmentPhase I I : Treatment.
speeds across the 12 blocks of Phase II for the two treatment groups.
CS-SB and CS-GB, and their novel stimulus control groups, NCS-SB and

Inspection of Figure 2 suggests that the CS-GB condition moreNCS-GB.
47

cals (l/time) and compared in a
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effectively hasfened extinction than the HCS-GB condition, but only in
the latter half of Phase II. However, during the first half of the

treatment phase, the CS-SB condition appears to have been more effect

ive than either its control, NCS-SB, or Group CS-GB. A 2 x 2 x 12
Lindquist Type I I I analysis of variance of the CS NCS st irru I I, andvs.

treatment location (i.e., SB vs. GB) dimensions across the 12 blocks

of trials comprising Pnase II supported this observation. This analy

sis yielded significant main effects of CS-HCS,

484 ) = 49.26, p_ .001), as well as CS-NCS x Blocks, and CS-NCS x

Location x Blocks interactions. (£ (11,484) = 6.02, 5.92, respectively.

.001) . The triple interaction is reflected in Figure 2 by the2.
relatively rapid decline in the speed of Group CS-SB, in contrast with

the more gradual extinction trends of Groups CS-GB and NCS-SB, and

the relatively stable performance of Group NCS-GB.
A 2 x 12 Type I analysis of variance, comparing the running speeds

of the two treatment groups, CS-SB and CS-GB, over blocks of Phase II

revealed a significant blocks effect and Groups x BlockstriaIs.
(See Table E in Appendix for summary table.) Simplei nteraction.

main effects of the groups factor,

While the differences between the two groups were not foundeffect.
.27,

.10), a significant difference was found at Blockrespectively, £

Figure 2 reveals that this finding arises6 (t (22) = 2.65, p < .05).
from the fact that, during the first half of Phase II, Group CS-SB
exhibited a rapid decline in speed while Group CS-CB's speed decreased

based on this analysis, were tested

to be significant at either Blocks I or 12, (jt (22) = .91,

.001), and blocks of trials, (F (II,

location, (F (1,44) =

at Blocks I, 6, 12, and help clarify the nature of the interaction

13.74, 14.43, respectively, £
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more graduaI Iy. A large and significant difference thus arose between
the groups at Block 6. During the latter half of Phase II Croup

CS-SB's rate of extinction diminished, while that of Group CS-GB

acceI erated.

different at the end of Phase II.

A comparison between group CS-SB and its novel stimulus control

group, NCS-SB, produced results similar to those of the proceeding

analysis. A significant blocks and Groups x Blocks interaction were

found. (See Table F in Appendix.) Again tests of simple main effects

revealed a significant difference between the two groups at Block 6

(t (22) = 2.28, £ .05), but no significant differences were found at

Blocks I and 12 (t (22) = I.09, 1.04, respectively, p_ > .10).

An analysis comparing the prepunishment speed scores of Group

CS-GB and its control, Group NCS-GB, over blocks of trials in Phase II,

yielded significant main effects of groups, blocks, and their intei—

(See Table G in Appendix.) Tests of simple effects at Blocksaction.

I, 6, and 12 revealed a different pattern than those of the preceeding

The differences between the two groups were not foundtwo analyses.
. 10),to be significant at Block I (t_ (22) = .84, p. but were signi-

.05) and 12 (t (22) = 6.09,f leant at Blocks 6 (t_ (22) = 2.13, p_

These figures reflect the faster and more stable performance.01 ) .P
of Group NCS-GB and the decrease in speed exhibited by Group CS-GB.

Figure 3 shows the performance of the 2 treatment groups, CS-SB

in relation to the NTC-VC and VC-RE control groups. A 4 xand CS-GB,
12 Type I analysis of variance of these data yielded significant

.001), and their interaction (£ (33,484) = 5.54, p_ .001).53.70, p

effects of groups (£ (3,44) = 25.62, £ <

Consequently the two groups were not significantly

.001), blocks (F (33,484) =
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The interaction reflects the stable performance of Group HTC-VC and the

A 2 x 12 ana lysis of

variance comparing groups HTC-VC and CS-G3 yielded significant effects

of groups, blocks, and their interaction, as did a similar analysis of

Groups HTC-VC and CS-SB. (See Tables I and J, respectively, i n
Append ix.) A comparison of Group VC-RE

significant groups and blocks effects. (See Table K in Appendix.)

However, a comparison between Groups VC-RE and CS-Sc yielded only a

significant blocks effect (See Table L in Appendix), reflecting the

rapid extinction trends of both groups.

The secondary vicious circle effect is illustrated in Figure 3

by the performance of Groups HTC-VC and VC-RE, with Group HTC-VC

maintaining its faster running speed over blocks of trials and VC-RE

showing the characteristic extinction trend. An analysis cf these

data yielded significant groups, blocks and interaction effects. (See

Table M in Appendix.)

Figure 4 represents the average prepunishment speeds for Groups

This figureNTC-VC and RCS, across five-trial blocks of both phases.

shows that while the group receiving paired CS-shock presentations

during fear conditioning, NTC-VC, maintains its higher speed over

blocks of trials, the speed of the group receiving random CS-shock

A comparison between these two groupspresentations, RCS, declines.
yielded significant groups (F_ (1,22) - 19.95, p_ .001), blocks, and

interaction effects (F_ (15,330) = 8.08, 6.57, respectively, £ .001 ).

Punishment Speed

Phase I: Pun i shmont-Ext i net ion ■ Figure 5 represents the mean

with Group CS-GB produced

extinction trends of the other three groups.

punishment speeds across five-trial blocks, for the six groups
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receiving paired CS-shock presentations during fear conditioning. I n

general, the results obtained for punishment speed parallel those of
prepunishment speed.

Inspection of Figure 5 indicates that the Phase I punishment

punishment speeds. A 6 x 4 Lindquist Type I analysis of variance of

the punishment data yielded a significant main effect of blocks of

trials (See Table 0 in Appendix), reflecting an overall decrease in
speed.

Phase I I: Treatment. Figure 6 depicts the average punishment

speeds for the two treatment groups, CS-SB and CS-GB, and their

controls, NCS-SB and NCS-GB, across blocks of Phase II trials. A

2 x 2 x 12 Type III analysis of variance of the CS vs. NCS and treat

ment location (i.e., SB vs. GB) dimensions across the 12 blocks of

Phase 11 trials, produced significant effects of CS-NCS, location

(F^ (1,44) = 8.35, 7.50, respectiveIy, p <.01 ), and b locks (F_ (II,

484) = 39.19, £

Location x Blocks interactions (F_ (11,484) = 5.87, 3.61, respectively.

The triple interaction mirrors the cifferential extinction

trends exhibited characterizing the four groups. Aga i n group CS-SB

shows a precipitous decrease in speed. Groups CS-GB and fiCS-SB show

more moderate deceleration, and Group NCS-GB only a slight decrease

in speed.

A 2 x 12 analysis comparing the speed scores of Groups CS-SB and

CS-GB, over the 12 blocks of Phase II trials, yielded a significant

(See Tab I e Q inblocks effect and Groups

Due to the significant interaction, key simple main effectsAppend ix.)

£ < .001).

x Blocks interaction.

.001), as well as, CS-NCS x Blocks and CS-NCS x

speeds are not as stable across blocks of trials as the Phase I pre-
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were tested at Blocks I, 6, and 12. As was the case for the prepunish-

.10), while a s ign i-

.05).
Examination of the punishment speed performance of these two groups in

Figure 6 reveals the same basic relationship that was observed for the

prepunishment speed measure. During the first half of Phase II Group

CS-SB showed an abrupt decline in speed, while Group CS-GB's decline

was graduaI . During the latter half of Phase II the trends exhibited

by the two groups show a reversal.

steeper extinction trend and Group CS-SB showing the more gradual

dec line.

A similar comparison between Groups CS-SB and NCS-SB produced

s im i I ar resuIts, i.e., significant blocks and Groups x Blocks inter

action effects. (See Table R in Appendix.) Again tests of simple main

effects revealed a significant difference between the two groups at

.05), but were nonsignificant at Blocks IBlock 6 (t (22) = 2.33, £

1.22, respectively, £> .10).and 12 (t (22) = .58,

An analysis comparing the punishment speed scores of Groups

CS-GB and NCS-GB resulted in a significant main effects of groups.

(See Table S in Appendix.) Simpleblocks, and their interaction.

effects tested at Blocks I, 6, and 12 again portray a different pattern
than those of the preceeding two analyses. While the differences

Groups CS-GB and NCS-GB were not found to be significant atbetween

1.00, respectively, £> .10) the

accelerated extinction trend exhibited by Group CS-GB during the second

with Group CS-GB now having the

either Block I or 6, (t_ (22) = .08,

ment speed measure, the simple effects at Blocks I and 12 proved non-

ficant difference was obtained at Block 6 U (22) = 2.34, p

significant (£ (22) = .24, .51, respectively, £
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half of Phase I I was responsible for a large and significant difference
between the groups at Block 12 (t (22) = 3.79, .01 ).

Figure 7 depicts the Phase 11 performance of Groups CS-SB and

CS-GB, in relation to Groups NTC-VC and VC-RE. A 4 x 12 Type I

analysis of those data yielded significant effects of groups (F (3,44)

.001), blocks and their interaction (F (33,434) = 40.95,
4.75, respectively, £< .001). Once again the interaction reflects the
stable performance of Group NTC-VC and the extinction trends of the

An analysis comparing Groups NiC-VC and CS-GB

yielded significant groups, blocks, and interaction effects. (See
Table U in Appendix.) A comparison of Groups NTC-VC and CS-SB produced

effects. (See Table V in Appendix.) Comparison of Group VC-RE with

Group CS-GB yielded significant groups and blocks effects. (See Table

A similar comparison of Group VC-RE with Group CS-SB,W i n Append i x .)

however, produced only a significant blocks effect, (See Table x in

Append ix.) owing to the rapid extinction trends exhibited by both of

The secondary self-punitive effect is again evidencedthese groups.
by the differential performance of Groups NTC-VC and VC-RE. An

analysis of the Phase II data of these two groups yielded significant

effects of groups, blocks, and their interaction. (See Tab Ie Y in

Append ix.)
Figure 8 represents the performance of Groups NTC-VC and RCS

An analysis of these data revealed significant groups (F^ (1.22) = 6.40,

P

P <

across the 16 five-trial blocks comprising both extinction phases.

= 10.47, p <

.001), blocks, and interaction effects (£ (15,330) = 14.40, 5.25,

similar results, i.e., significant groups, blocks and interaction

other three groups.
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.001), reflecting the faster running speed of Group NTC-VC and the2
extinction trend of Group RCS.

Res i stance to Ext i net ion. Table I shows the median number of

trials to extinction and number of mice extinguishing in each group.

failed to show differences among the groups (H(6) - 2.55, p . 10) .

In terms of number of subjects extinguishing, a significant

the location dimension, (x2(I) = 7.12, .01 ) . However, a similar

comparison between SB.vs. GB groups. i.e., collapsing over the CS-HCS
dimension, failed to reach s ignIf icance (x2(I) - 1.78, £ > .10).

Additional analyses indicated that Group NTC-VC was significantly

resistant to extinction than Group VC-RE or the combined CS groupsmore

(Fisher test of exact probabilities, p_ = .0069, .0077, respectively).

2 <

for ties) comparing the trials to extinction data for all seven groups

difference was found between CS vs. RCS groups, i.e., collapsing over

A KruskaI-WaI I is one-way analysis of variance (Siegel, 1956; corrected
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Table I

Median Number of Trials to Extinction and Number of Subjects

Extinguishing in Each Group (N=I2/Group)

Group

NTC-VC 80 0

6VC-RE 78

79 6CS-SB

80 4CS-GB
280NCS-SB

80 0NCS-GB
280RCS

Median Number of
Trials to Extinction

Number of Subjects 
Ext i ngu i sh i ng



DISCUSSION

One of the major outcomes of this experiment was the confirma

tion and extension of the secondary self-punitive effect (Bender,

In demonstrating this effect with mice, the

present investigation offers additional support for the Mowrer-Brown

conditioned fear interpretation of VCB. Accord i ng to the Mowrer-Brown

hypothesis; (a) fear conditioned to the start box stimuli, via

Pavlovian conditioning operations during avoidance training, motivat

es the response; (b) fear reduction taking place in the distinctive

goal box reinforces the response; and (c) the generalization of pun

ishment-induced fear back to the start box area during PE augments

the fear previously conditioned to this area and thereby serves as a

continuing source of motivation which perpetuates the punished

It was found that response-contingent presentation of aresponse.
stimulus which had previously been paired with shock, via classical

Pavlovian fear conditioning procedures reliably increased the vigor of

responding and resistance to extinction of the punished response

In short, these results supportrelative to non-punished controls.

the conclusions of Bender and Saunders that self-punitive running is

The basic secondary self-punitive effect is clearly seen in the

comparisons of Groups NTC-VC and VC-RE. Group NTC-VC, which contin

ued to receive secondary punishment throughout both experimental
64

maintained by the generalization of classically conditioned fear.

1969b; Saunders, 1974).
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phases exhibited stable high-speed performance. Group VC—aL, on the

other hand, exhibited a marked decrease in speed when secondary punish-

i n Phase I I.

Secondary punishment facilitated the avoidance response within

subjects, i.e., as Figure 5 indicates, all groups exhibited an increase

in punishment speed in the first block of Phase I trials when secondary
punishment was introduced.

Additional support for the conditioned fear hypothesis comes from

the performance of Group RCS (NTC-VC vs. RCS) which received random

"CS" and shock presentations during fear conditioning. Like Group

NTC-VC, Group RCS exhibited an initial increase in punishment speed

when the "CS" was introduced in Phase I. Thereafter, however, Group

RCS exhibited a rather typical extinction trend (cf. Sender, 1969;

Saunders, The performance of Group RCS indicates that the1974).

presentation of "CS" and shock in close, albeit unpaired, temporal

proximity, did serve to condition some fear to the CS (McAllister 4

However, explicit pairings of CS and shock

during fear conditioning, as experienced by Group NTC-VC, appear to

be necessary to condition and maintain a high level of fear to this

stimulus.
The present investigation also served to extend the generality

of the secondary self-punitive effect by demonstrating the effect in

species not previously used in the secondary self-punitive

Extrapolation from previous investigations using secondarypared igm.

results obtained with mice are comparable to those obtained with rats.

ment (and hence the source of continuing motivation) was discontinued

mice, a

punishment (i.e.. Bender, 1969; Saunders, 1974) suggests that the

McAI Ii ster, 1971).
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in the Bender and Saunders experiments (i.e., their CS-IOO and 15-35

groups, respectively). However methodological differences, such as

the 22 hour postccnditioning delay period and avoidance retraining.

of the observed performance differences between these similarly

treated groups.

Another important aspect of this investigation which relates

to the theoretical interpretation of VCB is the demonstration of

the reliability and sensitivity of the prepunishment speed measure.

In fact, the results obtained with the prepunishment and punishment

Thisspeed measures parallel each other in almost all i nstances.

finding is important in view of the critique of the VCB phenomenon

Delude asserted that VCB is a "measurement artifact"by Delude (1969).
stemming from the use of the composite measure of alley speed, which

fails to take into account the increase in speed resulting from shock

Moting that the major concern of the Mowrer-Brown hypothe-pun i shment.

is with the motivational properties of the fear conditioned to thes i s

start box area. Delude contended that a preshock measure which included

starting latency would be a more valid index of the effect. However,

he failed to obtain a statistically significant difference between

punished and nonpunished subjects, using this measure.

In response to Delude's critique, Siegel, Melvin, and Wagner

zone (i.e., prepunishment speed) than that used by Delude, were able

to demonstrate the facilitative effect of punishment in this

employed in the present investigation can probably account for some

stable over blocks of trials than those of similarly treated groups

However the running speeds of the HTC-VC mice in this study were more

(1971), using a measure based on a longer and more stable preshock
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prepunishment area. More recently, Brister and Melvin (1975) using

in (1972) using gerbils, were also able to

demonstrate an apparent learning effect during initial self-punitive

trials with this speed measure. Additionally, Saunders (1974), using

secondary punishment instead of shock, also obtained evidence support-

Furthermore, the

fact that VCB was obtained using secondary punishment argues against

De Iude's disparaging conclusion, that VCB is an artifact resulting

from shock punishment, since no shock was ever present during PE in

these experiments.

More recently. Delude (1973, 1974) has again challenged the valid

ity of the VCB effect. This time he hypothesized that it is the use

of the drop-starting procedure, with its inherent fear producing pro

perties, which gives rise to the vicious circle effect. Delude tested

his hypothesis in two separate experiments in which he examined the

effect of two starting procedures, the drop or trapdoor vs. the gate

or guillotine door, on the development and maintainance of VCB. I n

both experiments he found only subjects receiving the trapdoor start

ing procedure during PE to exhibit VCB, regardless of which starting

procedure they had experienced during escape training (Delude, 1974).

Since subjects trained with the guillotine door procedure and given PE

with the trapdoor procedure were no different from those receiving

the trapdoor procedure throughout. Delude concluded that the effect

iveness of the trapdoor procedure was due to its inherent fear provok

ing properties and not simply to the presence of "more salient stimuli"

provided for by this procedure as Brown (1969) has contended.

mice and Byrum and Melv

i ng the reliability of the prepunishment measure.
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Hence, Delude concluded that the results of his two experiments were
nonsupportive of the Mowrer-Brown hypothesis.

Delprato and Meltzer (1974, Exp. I ), in an experiment similar to

those of Delude, also found VCB to develop only in those rats recei

ing the trapdoor starting procedure. However, Delprato and Meltzer

interpreted their results as being consistent with the Mowrer-Brown

hypothes i s. That is, the fear provoking property of the trapdoor

procedure facilitates fear conditioning and thereby provides for

more intense and salient fear stimuli.

Both Delude (1975, 1974) and Delprato and Meltzer (1974) failed

to find evidence of a self-punitive effect using a guillotine door

starting procedure. Such a procedure was, however, effectively used

in both the present investigation and by Brister and Melvin (1975),

in several older studies (e.g., Martin & Melvin, 1964;as well as
Furthermore, VCB was found in theMelvin, Athey & Heasley, 1965).

present investigation using a 20 sec start box delay period as well.

It appears that the major d i f ference; between those studies in which VCB

was

Both the Delude, and the Delprato and Meltzer studies usedto PE.
escape training prior to extinction, while avoidance training was used

in both the present investigation and by Brister and Melvin. It has

been demonstrated in a number of previous investigations that avoid-

trained subjects exhibit faster running speeds and greater resis-ance
tance to extinction than escape trained subjects (Beecroft & Brown,

VCB was obtained using the guillotine aoor starting procedure and

obtained using the guillotine door starting procedure and those in

which it was not, is in the type and extent of training employed prior

Furthermore, in those studies in which1967; Bender & Melvin, 1967).
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escape training (e.g., Martin i Melvin,
Melvin, Athey & Heasley, 1965), training was more extensive and incl
ded pretraining trials during which the running response was both
shaped and strengthened.

As far as treatment effectiveness is concerned, both experimental

treatments, CS-SB and CS-GB, were found to be effective in hastening

extinction when compared to their novel stimulus control groups and

to Group NTC-VC. However, the two treatment groups did exhibit

different trends during extinction. While most of the extinction

effects accruing to the CS-SB procedure took place during approximat

ely the first half of the treatment phase (Phase II), the influence

of the CS-GB treatment was not apparent until the second half of

Phase I I . The end result, however, was that the two groups were not
significantly different, in terms of running speeds or resistance to
extinction, by the end of the treatment phase.

The initial superiority of Group CS-SB over CS-GB is revealed
in the comparisons of these groups with Group VC-RE. The analysis
comparing Groups CS-SB and VC-RE yielded only a significant blocks
effect, reflecting the rapid initial decrease in speed exhibited by

On the other hand, the comparisons between Groupsboth groups.
CS-GB and VC-RE yielded significant groups as well as blocks effects.
The significant groups effect in this case appears to be due to the
fact that Group CS-GB exhibited only a moderate decrease in speed dui—

In a recent investigation.i ng the first half of the treatment phase.
Marrazo and Riccio (1974) also found the location in which response
prevention and CS exposure was given to produce differential effects.
That is, although both start box and runway response prevention

1964; Martin & Moon, 1967;
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locations facilitated extinction (in adult rats), the start box loca
tion was the more effective of the two.

The results obtained for Groups CS-SB and CS-GB may also help

among the findings of other
investigations which have examined the effects of response prevention

and flooding and variants of these techniques on avoidance extinction
(e.g., Baum, 1973a; Berman i Katzev, 1972; Bankart & Elliot, 1974; and

By using a more sensitive measure (i.e., running

speed) than was used in the latter investigations (i.e., number and/or

percentage of trials to extinction criterion) the present investigation

was able to demonstrate differential extinction trends for Groups CS-SB

and CS-GB. In other words. it appears that the relative efficacy of

the two treatment procedures, in hastening the extinction process,

depends upon the point, in treatment, at which the experimenter elects

to evaluate treatment effectiveness.

The NCS control groups were included to assess the influence of

any distraction or attention shift factor which might be affecting
Generally speaking, the NCS groups extinguish-the extinction process.

Comparisons between Groupsed more slowly than their CS counterparts.
CS-GB and NCS-GB offered no evidence of a distraction effect taking

place in the goal box.
the goal box, presenting the NCS in the goal box had little effect on

Group NCS-GB exhibited relatively stable performance,performance.
evidencing only a slight decrease in speed over blocks of treatment

Group NCS-SB, on the other hand, while not extinguishing astrials.
rapidly as Group CS-SB, did show a decline in speed over trials to
the extent that the speed scores of Groups NCS-SB and CS-SB were not

to clarify some of the discrepancies

That is, in contrast to presenting the CS in

Shearman, I 970) .
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found to differ significantly by the end of treatment. The inclusion

necessary to explain this last finding.

Although a distraction notion has been postulated by several

contributing factor in the effectiveness of proced-

found to hasten avoidance extinction. the manner by which itures

exerts its influence is not fully understood. Reid (1973) contended

that any event which interrupts the reverberating feedback mechanism

of the limbic system, which supposedly maintains fear, may produce a

counterconditioning effect. Reynierse and Wiff (1973), on the other

hand, postulated that distraction may facilitate extinction by inter

fering with the motor components of the instrumental response.

While distraction may involve elements consistent with both of

the above formulations, the question still remains as to what the

organism's attention is shifted to or distracted from. Some of the

observations made during the present investigation may illuminate

this issue.

Casual observations of the animals' behavior during the 20 sec

large number of the mice engaged

This chain ostensibly developedsuperstitious chain of responses.

to mediate the 20 sec delay between placement in the start box and the

raising of the start box door, which began the trial. The chain consis

ted basically of (a) sniffing and biting the grid around the start box

door and (b) gradually accelerating clockwise locomotor behavior termi-

Thenating in an anticipatory running posture at the start box door.

sequence was repeated until the start box door had been raised, permit

ting the running response.

start box delay period revealed that a

i n a

of some sort of distraction or attention shift factor appears to be

i nvest i gators as a
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When treatment was initiated in Phase II, this superstitious chain
was disrupted only in those animals receiving the CS or the NCS in the
start box. With the initial onset of the CS or NCS these mice were

observed to rear, sniff the air, and attend to the stimulus. Th i s
behavioral chain, like VCB itself, bears a striking similarity to

neurotic, compulsive type behaviors in that fear or anxiety present

in the start box apparently motivated its development. Furthermore,
it is postulated that the chain itself served an anxiety reducing

function by enabling the animal to be distracted from, and hence
avoid attending to the fear arousing start box stimuli (cf., Kimble,
1961) . Disruption of this superstitious chain forced the animals to

attend to the CS and/or the start box stimuli and thereby hastened the

Pavlovian extinction process. To the extent that the fear condition

ed to both the CS and start box was extinguished, via nonreinforced

exposure, the reinforcement value of the goal box was diminished and

consequently the remainder of the behavioral chain (i.e., running to

the goal box) was weakened. This view of distraction as a faci I itator

of exposure appears to be similar to the proposals put forth by both

Wilson (1973) and Delprato (1973a, 1973b) concerning the functioning

of food when used as a counterconditioning agent.

The above formulation in conjunction with an extension of Denny's

(1971) backchaining of relaxation explanation of extinction can account

for the differential rates of extinction exhibited by Groups CS-SB,

(Backchaining refers to a countercondi-NCS-SB, and possibly CS-GB.

tioning process in which relaxation responses, conditioned to the goal

box during acquisition, compete with fear and spread backward from the

goal box throughout the alley, thereby bringing about extinction.)
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The rapid extinction trend exhibited by Croup CS-SB can be accoun-

fac iI i tated. For Group HCS-SB exposure was facilitated only to the

start box stimuli, and although some genera I ization from HCS to CS may

have occurred, the majority of the relaxation occurred in the goal box

and, therefore, had to backchain in order to bring about extinction.

The extinction process of Group CS-GB, although greatly facilitated by

the prolonged CS exposures received in the goal box, also originated

in the goal box proper. Consequently, both the backchaining and expos

ure hypotheses can account for the extinction of Group CS-GB. However,

the extinction of Group CS-GB could also be explained in terms of a

decrease in the reinforcement value of the goal box. That is, the

reinforcement value of the goal box was reduced as a result of the

counterconditioning of the fear provoking properties of the CS to the

relaxation eliciting properties of the goal box.

It is evident that no one theory can account for all of the
A strict Pavlovian extinction interpret-findings of this experiment.

ation would have predicted no difference in rate of extinction between

Groups CS-SB and CS-GB and could not account for the decrease in speed

Relaxation theory, is also not specificexhibited by Group NCS-SB.

enough to account for the difference in performance of Groups CS-SB and

Yet that relaxation responses (i.e., grooming and exploration)CS-GB.

behav ior.
The discrimination hypothesis, on the other hand, can account

for little if any of the results of this experiment. Wli i I e i t cou I d

are related to extinction was evident from observations of the animals'

for this group, exposure to both the CS and start box stimuli was

ted for in terms of the facilitated exposure hypothesis alone, i.e..
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bo argued that tne CS-SB procedure resulted in a more discrimirabIe
change in the contingencies than did the CS-GB procedure. it could

likewise be argued that the NCS procedures should have produced more

of a change than simply continuing
However, the NCS groups were more resistant to extinction than the CS
groups.

In terms of breaking the vicious circle, the results of this

investigation are clear and fully support the Mowrer-Brown conditioned

fear interpretation of VCB.

circle a reduction in the strength of one or more of the following

tioned to start box cues; and/or (c) the reinforcement value of the

goal box.

Finally, the fact that serendipitous observations of the animals'

behavior led to the above hypothesis concerning the functioning of

distraction as a facilitator of exposure, highlights the need for a

systematic investigation of this effect.

or reinstating the original CS.

appears to be necessary; (a) punishment-induced fear; (b) fear condi-

That is, in order to break the vicious



SUMMARY

The concerns of this investigation were two-fold: first to extend

the generality of the secondary self-punitive effect by demonstrating

the effect with a new subject — the mouse; and second to examine the

relative efficacy of two procedures, (i.e., response prevention and

flooding type procedures) known to hasten avoidance extinction, in

breaking tiie vicious circle.

To accomplish this, seven groups of 12 mice each were employed.

Six groups were first given 15 Pavlovian fear conditioning trials in

For these groups an 85 V I sec shock was del ivereda separate chamber.

2 sec after the onset of the 3 sec CS (tone or buzzer). The seventh

group, a random CS control group, received CS and shock temporally

Following fear conditioning all groups were trained to avoidunpa i red.

Twenty-two hours afier avoidance training, allalley within 2 sec.

groups received avoidance retraining followed by punishment-extinction.

During both avoidance and extinction, all animals were retained in the

start box for 20 sec prior to the start of each trial (ITI = 60 sec).

The first extinction phase (Phase I) comprised the first 20 extinction

during which all groups received secondary punishment in thetrials.

The treatment phase of the experiment.last two-thirds of the alley.
Phase II, consisted of the next 60 trials.

The two experimental treatment groups received extended exposure
75

a 55 V shock by leaving a start box and traversing a 45.72 cm straight
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to the CS on each treatment trial (20 sec/trial). For one of these
groups the CS was presented in the start box (CS-SB). For the other

group the CS was presented during the first half of the goal box

confinement period (CS-GB). Two control groups received 20 sec
exposures to a novel stimulus (NCS) in either the start box (NCS-SB)

or the goal box (NCS-GB). For a fifth group secondary punishment was

discontinued in Phase II and a regular extinction procedure was initia

ted (VC-RE). No further treatment was initialed in F’hase II for the

no-treatment control group (NTC-VC) for Group RCS. Al I subjects.or

except those in Group VC-RE, continued to receive secondary punishment

throughout Phase I I.

The results of this investigation confirmed and extended the
Response-cont i ngentgenerality of the secondary self-punitive effect.

presentation of a stimulus which had previously been paired with shock

via classical Pavlovian fear conditioning procedures, reliably increas

ed the vigor of responding and resistance to extinction of the punish-

Discontinuation of secondary punishment (i.e., VC-RE)ed response.
Furthermore, the resultsin a rapid decrease in speed.resuI ted

obtained with the prepunishment and punishment speed measures parallel-

i nstances.ed each other in almost all
The two experimental treatments were equally effective in hasten-

However, the extinc-i ng extinction by the end of the treatment phase.
tion effects accruing to the CS-SB procedure were found to occur earli-

AI though the NCS control groups were found to extin

guish more slowly than the CS groups. Group NCS-SB was not found to be

This finding, in conjunction with observations of the animalstrials.

significantly different from Group CS-SB by the last block of treatment

er in treatment.
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behavior led Io the postulation of a distraction or attention shift

This factor was interpreted as exerting its influence byfactor.
faci I itating exposure to the CS. The results of this investigation
were found to be consistent with the Mowrer-Rrown conditioned fear

That is, in order to break the vicious circle.interpretation of VCB.
pun i shment-i nducod fear, fear conditioned to the start box, and/or the
reinforcement value of the goal box must be reduced.
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Tab Ie A

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Median Prepunishment Speeds

df MS FSource

.096Groups

.1077Error

.10.x
P

.90*

on Last Five Avoidance Reacquisition Trials for All Groups
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Table B

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Median Punishment Speeds on

Last Five Avoidance Reacquisition Trials for All Groups

FSource MSdf

.51Groups 6

I .0077Error

> .10.x
P

* .51
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Table C

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speeds

Across Trial Blocks of Phase I (Six Groups)

Source Fdf MS

5 .16Groups (A)
.57Error (b) 66
.073Blocks (B)
.0315A x B
.03198Error (w)

.10.* P

»2.33

.42*

I .07*
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Table D

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speeds Across Trial

Blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-SB, CS-GB, NCS-SB, UCS-GB)

Source df MS F

CS vs. NOS (A) 15.99

Location (B) 16.79

I .06I .23A x B

1.16Error (b) 44

49.26*2.24Blocks (C) I I

.27 6.02I IA x C

I . 10.05B x C I I

.27A x B x C I I

.05484Error (w)

.001 .
*

P.

*
5.92

*
14.43

*
13.74
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Table E

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepun i sl.ment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-SB and CS-GB)

Source df FM3

4.054.47Groups (A)

I . 1022Error (b)

I .97Blocks (B) I I

. 14A x B I I

.05242Error (w)

.01 .

.001 .«»
P

x
P

2.63*

36.54**
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Table F

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speeds Across Trial

Clocks of Phase II (Groups CS-SE and tICS-SB)

Source df MS F

Groups (A) 3.054.13

Error (b) 22 I .37

I .34Blocks (B) I I

.10A x B I I

.05Error (w) 242

.05.

.001 .

*
P

x x
2

**
28.24

x 
2.01
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Table G

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-GB and i.'CS-Gb)

Source df MS F

Groups (A) 13.04

Error (b) .9622

.95Blocks (B) I I

.45A x B I I

.04242Error (w)

.0005.

.001 .

*
P '

xx
P

15.60*

XX
10.29

XX
21 .83
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Table H

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speeds Across Trial

Blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-SB, CS-GB, HTC-VC, VC-RE)

Source df MS F

26.713Groups (A)
I .04Error (b) 44
2.49Blocks (B) I I

5.54.2633A x B
.05Error (w) 484

.001 .<*£

25.62

53.70*
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Table I
Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups NTC-VC and CS-GB)

Source df MS r

Groups (A) 26.07

.86Error (b) 22

.82Blocks (B) I I

12.56.54A x B I I

.04242Error (w)

.001 .
x
£

18.92*

30.22*
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Table J

Summary of Analysis of Variance: PrepunishmenI Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups tITC-VC and CS-SB)

Source df FMS

Groups (A) 52.12

I .27Error (b) 22

.51Blocks (B) I I

.29 7.63A x B I I

.04Error (w) 242

.001 .<*
P

*
13.29

40.99*
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Table K

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups VC-RE and CS-G3)

Source df MS F

I I .719.54Groups (A)

.81Error (b) 22

2.39Blocks (B) I I

I .47.08I IA x B

.06242Error (w)

.001 .
x
2

X
43.66
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Table L

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups VC-RE and CS-SL)

Source Fdf MS

.78.95Groups (A)

I .2222Error (b)

37.59I .87Blocks (B) I I

.77.04A x b I I

.05242Error (w)

.001 .<x
P.
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Table M

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishment Speecs Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups NTC-VC and VC-RE)

Source df FMS

68.22*Groups (A) 67.14

Error (b) 22 .98
13.02*.70Blocks (B) I I

.45A x B I I

242 .04Error (w)

.001 .<x
P

I I.60*
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Table N

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Prepunishmenf Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Both Phases (Groups HTC-VC and RCS)

FSource MSdf

22.35Groups (A)

1.1222Error (b)

.3215Blocks (B)

.2615A x B

.04330Error (w)

.001 .<■x

P

6.57*

19.95*

S.C8*
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Table 0

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds

Across Trial Blocks of Phase I (Six Groups)

Source df MS F

Groups (A) 5 1.59 .40
Error (b) 3.9466

.28Blocks (B) 3
I .57.09A x B 15

.06Error (w) 198

.005.P

*4.76
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Table P

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds Across Trial

Blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-SB, CS-Gb, NCS-SB, HCS-GB)

Source df MS F

CS vs. HCS (A) 60.59

54.20 7.50Location (D)

I .27 .18A x B

7.23Error (b) 44

13.66Blocks (C) I I

5.87*2.05A x C I I

1.17.41B x C I I

I .26A x B x C I I

.35Error (w) 484

.01 .

.001 .
■xx

P

*
P

8.35*

39.19**

3.61**
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Table Q

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishmeni Speeds Across

Trial blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-SB and CS-GB)

MS FSource df

3.8919.43Groups (A)

4.9922Error (b)

12.91Blocks (B) I I

2.20*I .06I IA x 8

.48264Error (w)

.05.

.001 .P

*p

26.89**
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Table R

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-SB and NCS-S5)

Source df MS F

3.95Groups (A) 22.06

5.59Error (b) 22

7.81Blocks (B) I I

*
2.51.89A x B I I

.35242 .Error (w)

.01 .
x

P

**p < .001.

22.04**
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Table S

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-GB and IICS-GB)

Source df MS F

Groups (A) 39.60

Error (b) 22 3.87

6.26Blocks (B) I I

2.41A x B I I

.54242Error (w)

.05.

.001 .*x
P

* 
P

4.47*

18.25**

7.04
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Tab I e T

Summary of Analysis or Variance: Punishment Speeds Across Trial

Blocks of Phase II (Groups CS-SB, CS-Go, NTC-VC, VC-RE)

FSource df MS

55.87Groups (A) 3

5.34Error (b) 44

43.95*13.76Blocks (B) I I

I .6033A x B

.34Error (w) 484

.001 .
*
2

*
4.76

10.47*
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Table U

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups l-ITC-VC and CS-Cb)

Source df MS F

Groups (A) 30.21

Error (b) 22 6.43

4.81Blocks (B) I I

3.47A x B I I

.31Error (w) 242

.05.

.001 .

x
2

P

X
4.70

11.17**

15.49**
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Table V

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishmeni Speeds Across

Trial blocks of Phase II (Groups MTC-VC and CS-SB)

FSource df MS

98.08Groups (A)

5.46Error (b) 22

3.43Blocks (B) I I

10.57*2.45A x B I I

.24Error (w) 242

.001 .* 
P

s
14.51

17.96*
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Table V.'

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups VC-RE and CS-C85

FSource df MS

7.92*41.28Groups (A)

5.2122Error (b)

27.62*12.03Blocks (B) I I

1.46.64A x B I I

.44242Error (w)

.001 .x2
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Table X

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Phase II (Groups VC-RE and CS-SS)

Source MSdf F

.96Groups (A) 4.07

Error (b) 22 4.24

Blocks (B) 10.11I I

.46.17A x B I I

.36Error (w) 242

.001 .

27.95*

*
P <
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Tab Ie Y

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds Across

Trial blocks of F’hase II (Groups NTC-VC and VC-RE)

Source df MS F

Groups (A) 142.12

Error (b) 22 5.63

14.50*Blocks (B) 2.78I I

I .80A x B I I

.19Error (w) 242

.001 .
*

P.

25.00*

9.38*
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Table Z

Summary of Analysis of Variance: Punishment Speeds Across

Trial Blocks of Both Phases (Groups ilTC-VC and PCS)

Source df MS F

Groups (A) 47.04

Error (b) 22 7.35

Blocks (B) 2.9315

A x B 1.0715

Error (w) .20330

.001 .*2

»
6.40

5.25*

14.40*


